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John is the UK Conservative spokesman on the Regional Development
Committee (REGI), which has one of the largest budgets in the Parlia-
ment. Recently John visited Northern Ireland on a fact finding mission.

As a member of the Fisheries Committee (PECH) John has worked hard
to protect the interests of East coast fishermen, including joining their
campaign to ban Pulse Fishing. John is currently PECH rapporteur on
forming a European Strategy for Plastics in our oceans. 

John has visited Berlin, Northern Ireland, Bulgaria and Poland in the last
year on fact finding missions. He shuttles between Brussels & Stras-
bourg and his home in the Colne valley in the heart of the East of Eng-
land, on a weekly basis. He often speaks out against the
waste of the two centre Parliament.

Working in Europe

John is no doubt that properly leaving the European
Union is in the best interests of both his constituency
– The East of England and for the United Kingdom as
a whole. It represents a once in a generation opportunity to re-shape
Britain into a globally focused Country that truly works for everyone, not
just some metropolitan self declared elite.

John says ”The way in which the EU has negotiated over the two years
since the referendum – when more people voted to Leave than have
ever voted for anything else before in the history of our Country – has
driven many previous cautious Remain voters to now support Brexit.
This is encouraging as the Country must come together, shrug off the 
attitude of “managed decline”, forge new trading links across the globe
and take back our rightful, independent place as the fifth largest 
economy on the world stage.”

John has spoken and campaigned in all six Counties of the East Of 
England, Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Essex, Hertfordshire,
Norfolk and Suffolk directly helping our M.Ps, Councillors and 
Party workers.

John is also a great supporter of Regional events 
and the Party Conference which he attends with 
information stands and also speaks at debates.

Working Locally

Working for you



John was elected as Vice President of the Animal Welfare Intergroup as
recognition of his extensive work on animal welfare. The Group was the
first established intergroup and is now the longest running in Parlia-
ment. Over the years, it has become more and more not only a forum
of debate but also a catalyst for action. It has been at the 
forefront of new initiatives like the EU ban on the import and trade of
seal products or the call for a ban on the cloning of animals for food
supply which has been strongly supported.

John has hosted several events and spoken at many more including:-

Cetacean bycatch - Every year, the numbers of sea birds, dolphins,
whales and porpoises getting entangled in fishing gear remain unac-
ceptably high. Those animals unable to free themselves will endure
horrific deaths, suffering serious injuries while struggling to escape and
eventually suffocating underwater.

Stop Live Transport -  backed campaign calling on the European 
Parliament to investigate the inhumane transportation of animals
across the EU

End Pig Pain – backed campaign calling for an end to piglets raised in
barren and overcrowded environments undergoing routine tail 
docking, tooth clipping and unnecessary castration 

Voted for a World wide ban on testing of cosmetics and cosmetic 
products on animals - the European Union has announced that animal

testing for cosmetics will be banned in all 28 member states. 
Under the new rules, manufacturers will not be allowed to test

any product, or the ingredients used to make it, on animals in
any EU country. Imported products will also have to be proven
to be entirely cruelty-free before they can enter 

the European market.

Working for Improved Animal Welfare
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Representing the East of England in the 
Parliament chamber

The Conservative delegation regularly engage with
Westminster colleagues at the highest level.

John regularly joins campaigning, like here
in Thurrock 2017.

Speaking up in committee to Ban Live 
animal export for slaughter.
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John’s interest in animal welfare stems from a love of the
land – his family goes back 12 generations of farm workers

Visiting an Essex family pig farm – pleased to see
animals raised organically and in good conditions.

John worked with colleagues for years to ensure
the Brexit Referendum

John is pleased to welcome Westminster
colleagues from the Region to Parliament
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Inadvertently became a Bulgarian hero
#Penkathecow

John hosted an event publicising how fur products are
mislabelled – do you know what YOU are buying 

#makefurhistory John highlighting the 
appalling conditions that prevail on fur farms.

John saved a Bulgarian Cow - Penka - from
unnecessary slaughter due to EU regulations
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John is always happy to help fellow
Conservatives – Here at the General Election ‘17

#skyoceanrescue Supporting this excellent
initiative to reduce plastics in our oceans.

John is pleased to work with Regional MEP colleagues 
Geoffrey Van Orden MBE and David Campbell Bannerman

#Stopthemachine.  John believes 
industrialised animal production is wrong
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John meeting East coast Fishermen and 
supporting their campaign to #endpulsefishing

John reguarly hosts school and college visits
to the Parliament.

Chairing a meeting on animal 
welfare in Brussels

John joined a cross Party alliance which won a Parliamen-
tary vote to stop "Electric" / Pulse Fishing in Europe.
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Your opinions and views matter to John. Please feel free to
contact him or for more details on campaigns and future

speeches visit


